Car audio speaker wire

Wondering what size speaker wire you need? The table above works well for most cases. But
what if you need say 50ft or even ft of length? Wire gauge the amount of copper in them
doubles by moving to not the next gauge, but instead the one after that. For example, a 2 Ohm
car subwoofer with up to W of power from an amp but only needing 3ft of length can use
14AWG wire. Instead of a larger, more expensive wire. Likewise, each size is rated for a certain
amount of electrical current capacity. AWG wire charts use a numbering system where a smaller
number is larger wire with more copper conductors. Likewise, a larger number is used for
smaller wire with fewer conductors. Speaker wire is treated the same since it is the same,
basically! Gauges available usually range from about 20 or 22 gauge to 10 gauge, with 18 gauge
being the most popular. Stranded wire is made up of a large number of tiny copper wire strands,
making it very flexible and also easier to strip, crimp to connectors, and work with by hand.
Solid wire, however, has only one conductor. Solid wire is a terrible choice for nearly all audio
systems and especially car audio installations. But why? Over time, the wire can develop weak
spots which break! Measure the distance and then add a few feet 2 or so is good to account for
little differences. A tape measure works well and so does string or rope you can place along the
path where the wire will go. Mark the length, then measure it. When it comes to buying speaker
wire, one thing to know is that it adds up fast! Here are two examples to show what I mean:. Car
stereo example: Running wire from the dashboard head unit to front door speakers and to rear
deck speakers. Speaker wire is normally sold in rolls such as 25ft, 50ft, and ft, although some
retailers offer it by the foot as well. Precut lengths are also available sometimes, too. Those are
usually around 6, 12, or 18 ft. Buy at least a little bit more than your estimate. The most common
kinds of positive wire markings are shown here as examples. Of the 5 kinds, imprints can
occasionally be a little bit harder to notice so sometimes you need to look very closely under
good lighting. However, as a rule the copper wire is treated as the positive. Once you know
which is the positive wire then the other is the negative wire. We use one wire as the positive
one when connecting speakers to be consistent when connecting them. Wire cutting pliers are
very handy for cutting small to large wire. Automatic wire strippers make stripping wire super
easy. There are a number of affordable tools for cutting or stripping speaker wire. All of the
tools pictured above can cut and strip wire. You can also potentially damage your stereo or
amplifier if the wire becomes exposed and creates a short circuit. A crimp tool left is often
affordable and easy to find. Some include crimp connectors. Crimp connectors are reliable and
easier to use, too. Copper clad aluminum CCA wire has, in the last few years, become more and
more common as the price of copper wiring has gone up. Unlike pure copper wire, copper-clad
aluminum uses an aluminum wire core with a thin copper plating. From the outside, it
misleadingly looks the same because of the plating. When buying CCA speaker wire, to get the
same quality as true copper wire move up one gauge in size. For example, to replace 18 gauge
copper wire use a 16 gauge CCA wire. Wondering how to wire up your home or car speakers
and need examples? Check out my speaker wiring diagram article here for more info. Feel free
to leave a comment or question below. I bought a house that already has in wall wirings that are
using 18 awg but I realized that after I have already bought the 16 awg to connect it from the
receiver I just bought to the plugs on the wall that are connected to the speakers using 18 awg.
Would that be a problem? Thanks in advance. Thanks, Arthur. Good morning, Arthur. You can
always use a test speaker connected directly to the receiver to make sure it works. You can also
use a small battery like a 1. Hi Marty. The crossover points are Hz andHz. The existing
capacitors are an 89uF and a 2. What capacitors should I change to keep the same crossover
points? I do not wish to use resistors to match the 8 ohm woofer to the crossover. Well it
depends on the type of crossovers. I need more and very specific info about the crossover in
order to be able to help. You can use a crossover calculator to find the values you need based
on the type you have. I could not get the image copied in my reply but the following link has a
photo of a similar crossover. Interesting is the tweeter is 8 ohms unlike the 4 ohm woofer and
mid. I will look at the link you sent to see if I can gain insight from it. The existing choke is 1. I
plan to change the choke to 3. I think the original 4 ohm woofer model is Possibly an Alnico. Ah,
ok. That should be about right then for the woofer. No Marty the designer of this speaker used a
4 ohm mid-range and a 8 ohm tweeter. I am guessing the tweeter is cross phased but I forgot to
check that. I think that Mr. Avery Fisher and Mr. Richard Shahinian were the designers of these.
Some of these early speaker designs were hocus pocus that happened to work really well.
Thanks you for your time. Thanks Marty, that reinforces that the redesign I have planned in the
works is probably a good one. Hello, I just bought vintage Klipsch KG 1. The KG 1. I will not be
setting this up for a few weeks because the room is being renovated. In this case, would you
recommend 14 gauge or will I be ok with 16 gauge speaker wire? However, that assumes an
amp can handle the 4 ohm load. Note: 2x the woofer power is only a small increase in volume,
not twice as much. This might be a dumb question if I do select the 4 ohm on the sub, since the

signal is passing through the sub onto the two speakers, does that make the speakers a 4 ohm
load too? Hi again Walter. I will use 10AWG speaker wire with the understanding that power
loudness loss. Is this acceptable or should AWG size go up? What will the power loss be? Hi
Kevin. I did the math and based what you mentioned, I think using 10AWG is acceptable. I based
my comments here on W power which is about 5 amps current to a 4 ohm speaker. You could
also use two 14AWG wire pairs or 2-pair bundles in parallel to achieve the same thing.
Sometimes smaller gauges of wire are available in bulk at a better price than the larger wire. I
plan to run new wires in wall. The back speakers distance will be 27 and 33ft from receiver. The
sub woofer although can be a Bluetooth hookup I was told to hard wire so that distance approx
ft. The 3 front speakers are under 6 ft each. Additionally I have 2 outdoor patio speakers that are
already wired with I think is 12g although not sure. What size wire should I use for the new
system? And does it matter that the outside speaker wire is different from the new inside?
Thanks Michael Hollywood, FL. For the new speakers I would use 16AWG wire. You should be
able to buy that in rolls with enough length to take care of all of them. If the gauge is the same is
it ok to use two different brands. I came across some older never used wire which could be
16AWG that should be long enough to cover the front speakers and maybe the center too? This
wire is copper on one side with a white stripe printed on the outside clear cover and the other
wire is silver in color with plain clear cover Also what is your thoughts of hardwiring your
subwoofer if blue tooth connection is also an option? Thanks again!! Sure, you can use any
brand you like. Is it a powered subwoofer or passive non-powered subwoofer? Infographic â€”
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